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Abstract

In this paper, we propose a layer adaptation scheme
for multiple layered video multicast distribution. Assum-
ing that each user has his/her own quality requirement for
the multiple videos, a “quality coordinator” determines the
set of layers of videos to be dropped by those users who
have detected network congestion on their common bottle-
neck link so that their requirements are satisfied as much
as possible. Based on the proposal scheme, MPEG1 lay-
ered video distribution system has been designed and im-
plemented. Through an experiment on an IP multicast net-
work, we have confirmed that the recovery time from net-
work congestion was less than half time and the satisfied re-
quirements are higher than a simple layer adaptation where
each user drops layers according to his/her requirement in-
dependently of the others.

1. Introduction

As the recent remarkable innovation of the infrastruc-
ture of networks and the computing capability of end hosts,
users in multimedia applications may receive and play mul-
tiple videos on their hosts transmitted from different source

hosts. For example, in video conferencing systems, each
user may watch the videos of speakers, presentation slide
and conference site overview simultaneously. The simi-
lar situations can be considered in many other applications
such as remote lecturing, multi-site monitoring and multi-
point live video streaming.

As the need for these applications is growing rapidly, we
should focus our attention on the significant problem i.e.,
they are bandwidth wasting applications. Since multiple
videos often consume much bandwidth, they may cause net-
work congestion even though each video is transmitted via
multicast. Therefore, an appropriate rate control scheme is
desired. Receiver-driven Layered Multicast (RLM) [6] pro-
vides a scalable rate control of a single video where users
can adapt the receiving rate to their own resources (e.g.net-
work bandwidth) in heterogeneous networks. The source
video is hierarchically encoded where each layer enhances
the quality of the video decoded from its lower layers, and
those layers of the video is transmitted via different multi-
cast groups. Each user who has detected network conges-
tion drops some layers (i.e. leaves the multicast groups of
the layers) of the video. Therefore, if network congestion
occurs on a bottleneck link, it will be avoided within a cer-
tain period after the users behind the bottleneck link have
detected congestion and dropped some layers of the video.



However, if there are multiple layered multicast videos
and the quality requirement of each user for those videos is
different from the others, a new problem arises. For exam-
ple, assume that the receiving rates of two layered videos
v1 and v2 become falling down at two users ua and ub by
network congestion on a bottleneck link. Also assume that
ua drops some layers of v2 to keep the high quality of v1,
and on the other hand ub drops some layers of v1 to keep
the high quality of v2. In this case, the rates of v1 and
v2 on the bottleneck link may not be decreased because v1
and v2 are still transmitted in the high quality to ua and
ub, respectively. Consequently, both users ua and ub may
think that the congestion has not been avoided yet, and fi-
nally drop the layers of v1 and v2 respectively, after a long
term. This means that in order to avoid network congestion
quickly caused by multiple layered videos where users with
different requirements for those videos exist, a certain co-
ordination scheme would be significant that determines the
layers to be dropped, satisfying those users’ quality require-
ments.

In this paper, we propose a layer adaptation scheme
for multiple layered video multicast distribution. In our
scheme, assuming that (a) users receive multiple layered
videos from different sources, (b) each user has a quality
requirement between his/her receiving layers and (c) there
exists a “quality requirement coordinator” on a certain net-
work node, the coordinator receives the congestion notifi-
cations from some users, calculates the number of layers of
each video to be dropped by those users to avoid the conges-
tion on their common bottleneck link, and sends the calcu-
lation result (a set of layers to be dropped) in response. The
quality requirement of each user is defined as a set of pri-
ority relations, each of which represents whether one layer
should be more important than another or not. The collec-
tion of the quality requirements of those users are translated
into the priority valuesof layers, and the set of layers is
determined to be dropped by those users to avoid the con-
gestion so that the total loss of the priority values can be
small enough.

Based on the proposal scheme, MPEG1 layered video
distribution system has been designed and implemented.
Through an experiment on IP multicast where three MPEG1
layered videos are transmitted to two users with opposite
quality requirements, we have confirmed that network con-
gestion was avoided within less than half time and the sat-
isfied requirements are higher compared with an adaptation
algorithm where each user drops layers according to his/her
requirement independently of the others.

1.1. Related Work

Many researches for the rate adaptation of a single lay-
ered video have been investigated[14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19],

however, few methods are proposed for the rate adaptation
of multiple layered videos on IP multicast. Ref. [7] pro-
poses a method to decide the priority of layers of multiple
videos from the collection of all users’ preferences, and ag-
gregate a certain set of the layers with the highest priori-
ties into one layer. This method can adapt the transmis-
sion rate according the bandwidth on the bottleneck link.
However, it is basically a sender-initiated rate adaptation
where the sender controls the layers to be transmitted. The
more precise rate control is required in large-scaled net-
works. In [21], Aoyama at.el proposes a receiver-initiated
(user-oriented) rate adaptation, however, this method does
not mention the different requirements of users. Shacham
at.el [9, 10] and our research group [11, 12] have proposed
coordination methods for multiple layered multicast. How-
ever, these methods assume that the coordinator knows the
transmission rates of each video on all links, and it is not
easy to apply them to the rate adaptation on IP multicast.

2. Layer Control for Multiple Layered Video
Distribution

In our proposed scheme, we assume multiple servers s1,
... and sn, a quality coordinatoron a certain node, and
multiple receivers r1, ... and rm who receive those layered
videos. At each server si, a video vi is hierarchically en-
coded and they are sent via different multicast groups from
si. Hereafter, vi;l denotes the l-th layer of vi where the 1st
layer is the basic (indispensable) layer. (l + 1)-th layer is
used to enhance the quality of video decoded from l layers,
i.e. 1st, ... and l-th layers. Each receiver can establish a
connection with the quality coordinator on demand.

2.1. Quality Requirement

Each receiver rk specifies his/her quality requirement
for the receiving layered videos as a set of priority rela-
tions, each of which represents whether one layer should
be more important than another or not. Hereafter, each pri-
ority relation between two layers vi;x and vj;y is denoted as
vi;x > vj;x if vi;x is important than vj;x.

This is an intuitive way for receivers to specify their re-
quirements. For example, in remote lecturing, a participant
often wants to see the video of the lecturer (say v1) with
higher quality than those of the other participants (say v2,
... and vh). Moreover, he/she may want to keep at least the
lowest quality for v2, ... and vh. In this case, this receiver
specifies his/her quality requirement as follows.

v1;lcur1 > vi;2; v1;2 < vi;1 (2 � i � h)

Note that lcur1 denotes the current highest layer of v1 that
this receiver receives. The first relation represents that the



highest layer of v1 should be kept prior to the second layers
of the other videos. The second relation represents that the
basic (1st) layers of v2, ... and vh should be kept prior to
any layer of v1 except the basic layer. Consequently, if this
requirement is satisfied, the layers of v2, ... and vh except
their basic layers are dropped prior to any layer of v1, and
the layers of v1 except its basic layer are dropped prior to
the basic layers of v2, ... and vh.

2.2. Layer Adaptation by Quality Coordinator

We assume that each receiver measures the effective
ratesof receiving videos at the receiver’s host and detects
network congestion through the degradation of the effective
rates. An effective rate is the total size of the data transmit-
ted to an end host within a permitted delay during a unit of
time. The permitted delay depends on applications. For ex-
ample, it must be small enough in video conferencing sys-
tems to reduce the delay in conversation. Once a receiver
detects network congestion, it establishes a connection with
the quality coordinator and sends a notification that includes
(a) the current receiving status (the current numbers of lay-
ers of the receiving videos), (b) shortage bandwidth for the
transmission of those layers, and (c) his/her quality require-
ment. Here, we assume that each receiver estimates the
shortage bandwidth from the required (transmission) rate
and the effective rate of each video vi.

The quality coordinator receives the notifications from
some receivers and regards that those users share the same
bottleneck link. Then the coordinator considers the maxi-
mum shortage bandwidth reported from the receivers as the
shortage bandwidth on the bottleneck link, and determines
the set of layers that should be dropped to avoid the conges-
tion, so that the requirements of receivers can be satisfied as
much as possible. For this purpose, it translates the set of
priority relations given by the receivers into priority values
of layers. By this translation, each layer has a priority value
that represents the priority of the layer among all the layers
(the details are explained in Section 2.4). The quality coor-
dinator determines the set of layers where their total trans-
mission rate is larger than the shortage bandwidth and the
sum of their priority values is small enough. The decision is
sent to those receivers as reply messages in response. Each
receiver who has received the reply message drops layers
as specified in the reply message. Consequently the con-
gestion will be avoided within a certain period since the re-
ceivers behind the bottleneck link drop the layers equally.

2.3. Example

In Fig. 1(a), receivers r1, r2 and r3 receive three videos
v1, v2 and v3, each of which is hierarchically encoded into
three layers. Each video requires 1,200 kbps for its trans-

mission (suppose that each layer requires 400 kbps for sim-
plicity of discussion). r2 receives two layers of v1, three
layers of v2 and two layers of v3, and r3 receives three lay-
ers of v1, two layers of v2 and three layers of v3. Now as-
sume that a network congestion occurs on a link L. In this
case, r2 detects this congestion by measuring that the effec-
tive rates of v2 and v3 have been falling down to 80% of the
required rates. Then r2 estimates the shortage bandwidth as
1,200 kbps * (1-0.8) + 800 kbps * (1-0.8) = 400 kbps and
sends a notification message to the quality coordinator to re-
port (a) the shortage bandwidth (400 kbps), (b) the numbers
of currently receiving layers of v2 and v3 (three and two, re-
spectively), and (c) his/her quality requirement. Similarly,
r3 detects the same congestion by measuring that the effec-
tive rate of v1 has been falling down to 70% and v2 and v3

to 80%. r2 estimates the shortage bandwidth as 1,200 kbps
* (1-0.7) + 800 kbps * (1-0.8) + 1,200 kbps * (1-0.8) =
760kbps and sends a notification message to the quality co-
ordinator to report (a) the shortage bandwidth (760 kbps),
(b) the numbers of currently receiving layers of v1, v2 and
v3 (three, two and three, respectively) and (c) his/her quality
requirement.

The quality coordinator regards that three layers of v1,
v2 and v3 (the maximum numbers of layers) compete for
the limited bandwidth on a bottleneck link. Therefore, it
determines a set of layers that should be dropped to avoid
this congestion. Now assume that the requirement of r2 is
following.

v2;x+1 < v3;x; v2;x > v3;x+1 (x = 1; 2)

This means that x-th layers of v2 and v3 are more important
for r2 than their (x + 1)-th layers. On the other hand, the
requirement of r3 is following.

v1;3 > v2;1; v2;2 > v3;1

This means that v1 is most important and v3 is least im-
portant for r3. The quality coordinator considers that the
shortage bandwidth is the maximum shortage bandwidth re-
ported from the receivers (in this case 760 kbps), and that
two layers (400 kbps * 2) should be dropped. The quality
coordinator translates the above requirements into priority
values and determines the set of layers to be dropped ac-
cording to the algorithm in Section 2.4. Consequently the
layers v2;3 and v3;3 are determined to be dropped, and r2

and r3 drop v2;3 and v3;3, respectively. Fig. 1(b) shows the
situation after the congestion is avoided. Note that the mul-
ticast tree that has transmitted v3;3 is now pruned and the
packet of the multicast group is not forwarded beyond the
local subnet of s3, because there is no group member.

2.4. Problem Formulation and Algorithm

Hereafter, R denotes the set of receivers who have de-
tected the same congestion, and Vj denotes the set of videos
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quirements of Receivers

by which receiver rj has detected the congestion. Each re-
ceiver rj 2 R may be behind the same bottleneck link L to
receive the videos of Vj .

Here, we assume that every receiver knows the required
(transmission) rate of each vi;x (denoted as Bi;x). Each
receiver rj estimates his/her shortage bandwidth based on
the effective rate of each vi;x (denoted as Pi;x;j) as fol-
lows; Bshortj =

P
vi2Vj

P
1�x�lcuri;j

(Bi;x � Pi;x;j)
where lcuri;j denotes the number of layers of vi that rj
receives. The quality coordinator considers the maximum
shortage bandwidth reported from receivers Bshort =
maxrj2RBshortj as the shortage bandwidth on the bot-
tleneck link L. Moreover, the number of layers of video
vi on the bottleneck link L (denoted as Lmaxi) is the
maximum number of layers reported from the receivers;
Lmaxi = maxrj2Rflcuri;jg. The set of videos on L (de-
noted as V ) can also be defined as follows; V =

S
rj2R

Vj .
Then we transform the requirements given as priority re-

lations between two layers vi;x and vj;y into priority values
of layers according to the following policy.

� For each receiver rj , jVj j � C is given where C is a
common constant for all the receivers. This is the sum
of priority values for the layers of the videos Vj .

� The set of priority relations between two layers given
by each rj forms the partial order of those layers. Here,
it is natural to consider the “depth” of a layer in the
partial order as the priority of the layer. Therefore,
we generate a directed graph where each node corre-
sponds to a layer and a directed edge from node vi;x

to vj;y represent a priority relation vi;x < vj;y. In
the graph, let di;x;j denote the maximum length of di-
rected path from a leaf node to node vi;x in the graph
of rj . For example, Fig. 2 shows the directed graphs
generated from the requirements of r2 and r3 in the
example of Section 2.3. In this example, d3;1;2 = 2
and d1;1;3 = 7. Note that the thick arrows in the graph
represent the layer dependency of a video (each layer
should be dropped earlier than its lower layer) and this
dependency should also be treated as priority relations.

� Finally, we define the priority value of each layer pi;x
as follows.

pi;x =
X

rj2R

jVj j � C �
di;x;j + 1P

rj2R
(di;x;j + 1)

For given Bshort, V , Li, Bi;x and pi;x, the problem is
to find a set of layers where the sum of their priority val-
ues is the minimum. This problem is a combinatorial opti-
mization problem (a kind of the knapsack problem) where
the complexity is NP-complete. In this paper, we adapt a
greedy method where we iteratively select the layer with
the minimum priority value per unit of bandwidth from the
currently the highest layers, until the sum of the bandwidth
of selected layers reaches the shortage bandwidth Bshort.



Figure 3. Snapshot of Layer Control System

3. Layer Control System for MPEG1 and Ex-
periment

3.1. Layer Control System for MPEG1

We have designed and implemented a prototype of
MPEG1 layer adaptation system, using a developer’s kit for
MPEG1 layered multicast called Vidarisprovided by KDDI
R&D Laboratories.

The system consists of a quality coordinator and a set of
clients (receivers). The quality coordinator is written in C
and designed as a daemon program on UNIX. It waits multi-
ple requests to establish connections from clients (receivers)
within a certain period and makes a copy of itself to process
their requests and wait new requests in parallel. The client
is written in Visual C++ using Vidaris library. It establishes
a TCP connection with the quality coordinator, and play-
backs multiple videos sent from multiple MPEG1 layered
video servers. As video servers, we have used a prototype
program of Vidaris that encodes each MPEG1 file into six

layers and sends them via different multicast groups. The
session information and the location of the quality coordina-
tor are given by XML description placed on a certain URL.
Each client has a built-in function of Vidaris that measures
the effective rate of each video. Fig. 3 shows a snapshot of
the client program.

Then we had an experiment on an IP network. The net-
work consists of three PC routers A, B and C (CPU:Pentium
90MHz, OS:FreeBSD3.4) as shown in Fig.4. On routers
A and C, multicast routing daemons mrouted ver3.9bare
running and a virtual multicast connection is established
between them by the tunneling functionality over UDP of
mrouted. Using rate limit functionality of mrouted, router
C limits the rate of multicast packets transmitted to the LAN
between routers B and C to 5,000 kbps. The quality coordi-
nator is located on router A.

On this network, three servers s1, s2 and s3 on the local
subnet of router C transmit MPEG1 layered videos v1, v2
and v3, respectively. Each video is 352x240 30fps MPEG1
video of constant bit rate (about 1,200 kbps) and encoded
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into six layers. There exist two clients r1 and r2 on the
local subset of router A, and r1 receives six layers of v1,
five layers of v2 and four layers of v3, and r2 receives fives
layers of v1, v2 and v3. r1 has a requirement where v1;6 >
v2;1 and v2;5 > v3;1, i.e., v1 is the most important and v3 is
the least important. r2 has the opposite requirement where
v3;5 > v2;1 and v2;5 > v1;1, i.e., v3 is the most important
and v1 is the least important.

In this situation, both receivers can receive all the videos
in stable effective rates. Then the dummy client on the lo-
cal subset of router A starts to receive two videos v4 and
v5 from the dummy server on the local subset of router C.
Although at least 6,000 kbps is required to transmit all the
videos, the output rate at router C is limited to 5,000 kbps.
Therefore, this causes congestion on router C.

We have also implemented a simple layer control policy
where each client drops the layers of less important video
prior to the others, independently of the other clients (called
independent adaptation). We have measured the effective
rates of three videos v1, v2 and v3 at both clients r1 and
r2 until the congestion is avoided, in our adaption and the
independent adaptation.

Fig. 5 shows the effective rates of v1, v2 and v3 at clients
r1 and r2 in the independent adaptation. In these graphs,
the required (transmission) rates at servers are also shown.
The dummy receiver started to receive v4 and v5 at time 75.
Then according to the requirement, r1 first dropped the lay-
ers of v3. However, r2 dropped the layers of v1, the number
of layers on the bottleneck link (between routers A and C)
was not decreased. Then r1 and r2 dropped the layers of v2
and the congestion was avoided at time 200.

Fig. 6 shows the effective rates in our adaptation. The
dummy client started to receive v4 and v5 at time 65. r1

and r2 detected the congestion at around time 80, and the
quality coordinator ordered to drop v2;5 and v3;5 to both
clients. However, since the effective rates are still instable,
r1 and r2 detected the congestion again at around time 100,
and the quality coordinator ordered to drop v2;4 and v3;4.
After that both clients detected congestion again at around
time 110, the quality coordinator ordered to drop v1;6 and
the congestion was avoided at time 120.

In our adaptation, it took 55 seconds to avoid the con-
gestion, while it took 125 seconds in the independent adap-
tation. Also, the total number of layers in our adaptation
are larger than that in the independent adaptation. Conse-
quently, our adaptation can quickly avoid the congestion,
satisfying the requirements of receivers as much as possi-
ble.

4. Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed a layer control scheme
for multiple layered video multicast distribution. Through

an experiment on IP multicast, we have confirmed that net-
work congestion was avoided within less than half time and
the satisfied requirements are higher compared with a sim-
ple adaptation by each individual receiver. As future work,
in order to confirm the scalability of our adaptation method,
we are planning to conduct simulation assuming the large
number of users on MBONE topology.
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